A simplified analysis is given of the problem of estimating the 'epistemic probability' for ITER to attain a power amplification factor Q larger than a certain lower bound. Attention is restricted to the parameters of ITER-FEAT and the 1998 ITER design. The probabilistic framework is briefly discussed and the distributional interval estimates for Q following from the interval estimates of the confinement time are derived (a) for ITER operation at constant fusion output power P f us , and (b) for operation at a temperature that maximizes Q = P f us /P aux . The second situation requires a radial integration of the flux surface averaged energy balance. Instead of a local transport model, a simple class of temperature profiles is used. The results are represented graphically. A generalization of the widely used fusion triple product plot against temperature is suggested. The analysis presupposes that at the reference operating point in situation (a), and in the range of operating temperatures projected to be achievable in situation (b), the conditions for reaching standard ELMy H mode in ITER are met. The practical conclusion of the article is that under this premise ITER-FEAT has a fairly large epistemic probability of obtaining plasma conditions with prevalent alpha particle heating.
Introduction
Commencing as a scion of the Reykjavik summit, the ITER project is at present still being actively pursued [1], while serving both as a blueprint for the international next step tokamak experiment [2, 3] and as a focus for present day tokamak investigations [4, 5, 6] .
In [7] a practical statistical approach has been developed for interval estimation of the global energy confinement time of a plasma in ITER [4] , an approach based on the empirical evidence from a multimachine H mode database [8, 9, 10] .
Such estimates are made under the presupposition that the reference operating point in ITER respects the operational boundaries for reaching (ELMy) H mode, such as the Troyon beta limit, the Greenwald density limit, the power threshold limit and possibly a radiation limit [7, 11, 12] .
In the autumn of 1999, the scaling ITERH-98P (y,2) [4] , which was based on data from nine tokamaks, was recommended as a reference for ITER confinement time prediction [13] , and subsequently convergence was reached by the ITER Joint Central Team (JCT) on the actual parameters of ITER-FEAT [14, 15] (the acronym FEAT being interpretable as 'Fusion Energy Amplification Tokamak' or as 'Fusion Energy Advanced Tokamak'), with its size and capital costs substantially reduced with respect to the 1998 ITER design [16] . Furthermore, the 95% interval estimate of 3.5-9 s [7] for the 'true' confinement time in the 1990 ITER design [4] was contracted to 2.56-5.12 s for ITER-FEAT [13] , which corresponds to a (log non-linear) technical standard deviation of ln 2 1 4 = 0.18. In 2001, after analysis of the enlarged ITERH.DB3v10 ('final') dataset with ELMy H mode contributions from 14 tokamaks, the practical reliability of the ITERH-98P(y,2) scaling was confirmed [17] and the technical standard deviation of the confinement time prediction in ITER-FEAT could be further reduced to 0.14, see [18] . Meanwhile, the problem had been raised [19] of assessing the probability that ITER will achieve an amplification factor Q = P f us /P aux between fusion power and auxiliary heating power of at least a specified lower bound (say, 50 for the 1998 ITER design [16] and 10 for the reduced cost ITER-FEAT [15] ). In fact, in a somewhat more general context, the question was raised [19] of estimating the probability that ITER will achieve its main scientific (e.g. Q > 10) and technological (e.g. a wall fluence of at least 0.3 MW a/m 2 ) objectives. Here we simplify the problem by restricting attention to the uncertainty in Q = P f us /P aux due to the uncertainty in the confinement time prediction, which is a major, albeit definitely not the only, factor of incertitude. This corresponds to the first of the three facets mentioned in [19] . The associated interval estimates of the confinement time which are mentioned above were based on methods developed in [7] , which fundamentally extend the pioneering analysis in [20] . The present article considers the operating temperature as an explicit parameter throughout. It complements some aspects described in [21] and provides some of the foundational material of section 6 in [22] . In the latter paper, in addition, the sensitivity of ITER-FEAT performance with respect to (1) density and temperature profile peaking, (2) the ratio between the ion and electron diffusivities, and (3) the ratio between the ion and electron heating powers is described on the basis of 1.5-D modelling. In Section 2 of the present article we give a brief exposition of the probabilistic context. In Section 3 we estimate, under the above mentioned presupposition about the operational boundaries, the probability of attaining, for a substantial number of discharges, Q > 10 in ITER-FEAT at constant fusion power P f us = 400 MW, and in Section 4 the probability of attaining Q > 10 while varying the operating temperature, and hence the fusion power, so as to maximize the power amplification factor Q. We present plots from which one can see how an interval estimate for the confinement time τ E,th , expressed as a multiplicative factor H H with respect to the ITERH-98P(y,2) scaling, transforms into an interval of the maximum attainable value of Q. In the last section we construct an extension of the usual plot of the plasma triple product versus temperature, where along the vertical axis the point estimated operating point is independent of the plasma density and the additional heating power (and hence also of the average plasma temperature).
Probability interpretation
First let us reflect a little about the meaning of the word probability in this context. In classical statistics a probability is interpreted as the limit of a relative frequency with which a certain type of event happens in a series of (nearly) identical experiments. In that case, an empirical justification exists for a number of basic relationships between probability statements, as expressed by Kolmogorov's axioms [23] , and for their mathematical consequences, such as Bayes's rule [24, 25, 26] . In the context of confinement time prediction for ITER, several 'definitions' have been given of the (extended) concept of a confidence interval [7] . These led to the notion of a single, practical 'interval estimate', which can be viewed as the specification of some quantiles of an epistemic probability distribution [7] , in the sense of distributional inference [27, 28] , of the confinement time. (The adjective epistemic has been used to distinguish this type of probability from a frequency based probability as well as from a subjective 'probability' in a Bayesian sense.) In a personalistic Bayesian approach, the word 'probability' is used as a quantitative expression for the personal strength of conviction elicited, for example, by betting behaviour, that a person (purports to) attach to a proposition. One feature of this approach is that the extension of the word 'probability' is much larger than that of the classical frequency based definition of probability, so that phrases like 'the 'probability' of ITER (as a unique experiment) reaching its stated aims' are covered by it. Another feature of this approach, however, is that the algorithmic rules derived from Kolmogorov's axioms do not have an empirical basis for this enlarged context and in fact do not need to hold at all in actual practice. To remedy this situation, by a variant of the Bayesian school of statistics it is stipulated ab initio that any 'rational' person should employ such rules when reasoning with 'probabilities'. While pursuing the Bayesian paragon, it is tempting to give a gloss to the fact that serious semantic difficulties can arise when (conditional) probabilities are used in a non-frequency-based situation. Furthermore, in a Bayesian approach, prior distributions are needed (which are converted into posterior probabilities by Bayes's theorem). The choice of an appropriate prior distribution leaves room for freedom and subjective input in the personalistic Bayesian approach and for mathematical uniqueness theorems of predominantly theoretical appeal in the rational school of Bayesian statistics. Fortunately, in large sample situations, the difference between classical and various Bayesian statistical procedures tends to be small. We refer to [29, 30] for a classical exposition of Bayesian concepts and to [28, 31] for a modern account of foundational issues. Other mathematical rules for reasoning with degrees of personal conviction have been advocated, for example in [32, 33, 34] , and are now incorporated in fuzzy set theory (see, for example, [35, 36] ). In this text, for clarity, we shall reserve the word probability (without using quotes) for the frequency based definition, and use, somewhat interchangeably, the expressions 'epistemic probability' and 'credence' for the non-frequency-based (distributional inference) concept, and the word 'probability' (with quotes) for the Bayesian interpretation.
For concreteness we briefly state here some of the rules following from the Kolmogorov axioms, available of course in almost any textbook on probability theory. If A 1 and A 2 are 'events', or 'outcomes' of a random experiment, with probability P (A 1 ) and P (A 2 ), respectively (both unequal to zero), then
(Extensions exist for more than two events.) The intersection symbol (A 1 ∩ A 2 ) is used to denote the case that both event A 1 and event A 2 occur; P (A 2 |A 1 ) means the probability that A 2 occurs, given that A 1 occurs. By definition, if A 1 and A 2 are independent events, then P (A 2 |A 1 ) = P (A 2 ) and hence
. Also of interest is the marginalization rule, which states that
if A 1 , . . . , A n are mutually exclusive (A i ∩ A j = ∅) and exhaustive ( n i=1 A i equals , the entire outcome space with P ( ) = 1). Equation (1), in combination with equation (3), constitutes Bayes's theorem. In a plasma physics context, the marginalization rule implies, for instance,
where f Paux (p)dp = P {p < P aux < p + dp}. Here we follow the Bayesian paradigm for a moment while kindly glossing over the precise meaning of such an unconditional 'probability': removing a condition by marginalization yields 'probabilities' that are a (weighted) average, not, for example, the maximum (or 'envelope') of the conditional 'probabilities'. Let us first make some general remarks on assessing P {Q > 10} and make a concrete evaluation in a very simplified context later. The attributed credence should satisfy P {Q > 10} = P {Q > 10|Tech Spec}P {Tech Spec} (5) where 'Tech Spec' stands for the condition that the technical specifications of the machine are realized 'within time and budget'. Evidently, with additional time and budget for the critical path activities ('contingency reserve'), obstacles to achieving the technical specifications can be worked around, thus increasing P {Q > 10}. Actually, it is very difficult to estimate P {Q > 10}. In fact, the assignment of such a 'probability', except perhaps in a subjective manner, seems to be rather remote from the actual working practice of achieving such types of technical aims when restructuring present-day machines.
In principle, one could imagine breaking down the route to reach a specified technical goal into a circuit network of activities, some of them in series (i.e. necessary sequential steps) and others in parallel (i.e. alternative solutions or fall-back options). Corresponding to this network, one can decompose the desired unconditional probability into sums and products of conditional 'probabilities' according to the two probability rules, stated above, that follow from the Kolmogorov axioms. These conditional 'probabilities' are then to be assessed and regularly updated. The set-up of such a system might have as a 'spin-off value' that it invites one to proceed in a more or less systematic way to monitor progress even if the conditional 'probabilities', starting with mere guesses, are given the (weak) empirical status they actually deserve. Obviously, surges of enthusiasm and dedication, scientific-technological breakthroughs and other 'unexpected events' are not incorporated in such an approach.
Here we simplify the problem drastically by assuming that the technical requirements (as specified, for example, in the ITER Physics Basis document [4] ) are realized. Hence P {Q > 10|Tech Spec = OK } depends on (a) the uncertainty in the prediction of the actual global confinement time in ITER, (b) the uncertainty in the operational boundaries for reaching H mode, and (c) the uncertainty in the 'natural' or 'shaped' profiles of n e , T e and current density, in the impurity and helium ash concentration, etc. In this article, we simplify further by neglecting aspects (b) and (c). In practice, undeterminable uncertainties are replaced by assumptions that it is hoped are slightly conservative, for example that the reference scenario is chosen to remain some 20% below the Greenwald limit and, say, some 40% above the power threshold, as well as below the (ideal) beta limit. The confinement time reduction from resistive MHD modes, just below the ideal beta limit, tends to occur in the upper region of the estimated confinement time interval (see figure 1 in [4] , p. 2254, and figs 1 and 2 in [14] , p. A226). Therefore such a reduction seems of primary concern for ITER only if these modes occur at much lower beta values in ITER than in present day machines, in which case one has to resort to active [37] , and possibly passive [38] , methods of stabilization.
In the view of the author, the uncertainties in the operational limits are considerable, and a certain, albeit fairly limited, value consists in trying to express these uncertainties in a probabilistic way, since the real ameliorations are to be sought in deriving an improved functional dependence and in further specifying the influence of additional, 'hidden' variables. To some extent, this applies also for the confinement time. In that sense the interval estimate [4, 7] has to be considered as a locum tenens for such physical improvements. Given this caveat we are nevertheless tempted to relate, just for scientific curiosity, one and two standard deviations of an interval estimate [7] to the quantiles of a hypothetical Gaussian distribution (this allows us to attach epistemic probability statements to interval estimates) and to investigate the technical and physical consequences of such distributions of 'uncertainty' of, specifically, the energy confinement time, with respect to margins of sustained (or driven) plasma burn in ITER (FEAT). This process we call, somewhat elliptically, 'uncertainty propagation'. Of course, we realize that the distributions are not 'real' (frequency based) probability distributions, and that there does not exist a central limit theorem to empirically justify the Gaussian shape of the distribution, which has been chosen here just for ease of convention. Therefore we do not endeavour to make any 'extreme probability' statements that depend on the (artificial) thin Gaussian tail. To be specific, albeit also somewhat arbitrary, we do not attach in the following any epistemic probability statement to intervals beyond ±2.3 SD, which correspond, for a Gaussian distribution, to 2% two-sided tail probabilities.
Sometimes the question arises of assessing the uncertainty (e.g. standard deviation) in the uncertainty estimate of the confinement time, and so on, hinting at the possibility of an infinite hierarchy of uncertainties, nested like a 'matrushka' doll, which evidently lead to a broader distribution than the standard normal. In an idealized setting, this problem has been solved by Student [39, 40] . 'Studentizing' the interval estimate for ITER is complicated by the fact that residual scatter in the data is not purely random [7] . Although the naive variance estimator of the Jackknife procedure (which deletes one tokamak at a time) has been shown not to be statistically justified in this situation [7] , it seems a reasonable practical approximation to replace in our situation the standard normal by a Student's t distribution with f degrees of freedom, where f is the number of tokamaks (not the number of time slices) on which the point estimate of the confinement time in ITER is based. We remain slightly on the conservative side by taking f = 10. Even in this case, for moderate deviations, the correction to the standard normal tends to be fairly small, since the right tail probability corresponding to minus 1 (2) SD is 0.83 (0.963) for the t 10 distribution compared with 0.84 (0.977) for the standard normal.
Another aspect is related to the fact that the interval estimate of τ E,th in ITER pertains to the (unknown) true confinement time, which is-post hoc-well approximated by the 50% quantile of the distribution of actual confinement times from a large number of discharges, all taken at the same reference operating point. As we shall see below, we are also interested in estimating the 1/6 upper quantile of this distribution, which is conceptually defined as a time τ 0 such that 1/6 of the discharges during an operating period, under practically specified operating conditions, have a confinement time at least as large as τ 0 . From the present-day experiments in the ITERH.DB3 database one can estimate that (on a natural logarithmic scale) the 16% residual scatter (1 RMS error) of the confinement time with respect to the ITERH-98P(y,2) scaling is reduced to 10% after simultaneous stratification by tokamak, plasma and beam isotope, divertor type and plasma configuration class, as well as by divertor, wall and evaporation materials. For standard discharges, the reproducibility of W th is approximately 5%. The difference between the 10% residual variation and 5% discharge reproducibility is due to systematic deviations from a simple log linear scaling (e.g. described by interaction terms or bifurcation type models [7, 41] ), and to additional factors of influence such as (conceivably) triangularity, X point location, wall conditioning and neutral density, which are neither included in the scaling nor used as stratification variables. On the other hand, the difference between W th determined from W mhd , W dia and W kin for additionally heated discharges is distributed with a standard deviation of some 15% and sometimes with a systematic variation with plasma parameters [7] . Combining the somewhat conflicting evidence from these three considerations, we assume that a variation (one 'standard deviation') of 10% in the confinement time can be utilized to optimize the confinement time in ITER-FEAT by experimentation at the reference operating point under various ancillary conditions (and that the optimized confinement time, once obtained, can be reproduced with some 5% variability), i.e. we estimate the 'nominal 1/6 upper quantile' of the confinement time in ITER to be 10% above the 50% quantile from the log linear regression, in our idiosyncratic notation P {τ E,th > τ 0 |M} = P {τ E,th > 1.1τ 0 |H 1/6 }, where M stands for mean (or median) and H 1/6 for the 1/6 upper quantile, termed 'hinge' in [42] . We call this a 'nominal' 1/6 upper quantile, because it corresponds to a quantile estimate based on the confinement time variation in existing tokamaks available in the present database. There are two caveats. First, one has to realize that the high confinement time residuals can in principle correspond to special discharge conditions which do not need to be compatible with the reference operating point. In fact, as the most salient feature of several such investigations, it was found from the standard ELMy ITERH.DB3 dataset that (separately) for ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D and JET, the maximum values of B p = I p /L, with L the contour length of the separatrix, that were reached by the 1/6 fraction of discharges with high confinement residuals were 15-20% less than those that could be reached by the other discharges. For ITER-FEAT the value of B p is somewhat larger than for JET, albeit clearly smaller than for START. This feature, which calls for further investigation, may possibly reduce to some extent the normalized confinement time in ITER-FEAT at the highest foreseen currents (15-17 MA). Secondly, whether, when operating ITER-FEAT, in reality 1/6 or another fraction of discharges will have a confinement time at least as large as this quantile will depend on the priority given to such discharges in the experimental programme. Hence it is not possible at present to estimate the 'true' 1/6 upper quantile in ITER-FEAT. Nevertheless, we try to do so for the 'nominal' 1/6 upper quantile, as defined above, where it is presumed that such a level of confinement time can be reached or exceeded for a 'substantial number' of discharges in ITER-FEAT, and not only for a very few (if any) 'demonstration discharges'. The latter case would rather correspond to a 'nominal 5% upper quantile', which we refrain from estimating on the grounds that it is likely to be tinged even more by modelling inadequacies than its one-sigma analogue H 1/6 . In the following, we will present probability estimates for the conservative nominal 1/2 ('M') quantile as well as for the slightly more daring nominal 1/6 ('H 1/6 ') quantile.
Uncertainty propagation at constant P fus
For illustrative purposes, we consider now the propagation of (1) the inaccuracy τ E in the confinement time and (2) the inaccuracy α P in the exponent of the power dependence of the confinement time in ITER into an inaccuracy Q in the power enhancement factor. We distinguish between two cases: (a) operating at constant P f us (and hence constant T ), which will be discussed in this section; and (b) varying (through P aux and P rad ) the operating temperature T so as to maximize Q, to be discussed in Section 4.
We start with the (simplified) 0-D power balance at the separatrix:
where p rad,ff stands for the average loss power per volume due to bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation (by free electrons), and p rad,xb for the loss power per volume due to recombination radiation ('fb') and line radiation ('bb'). The average power densities p rad,bb and p aux are considered as control variables. P L is the total, surface integrated (non-radiative) heat flux across the separatrix. The quantity η α is the heating efficiency of the alpha particles. For definiteness, we assume here, in broad agreement with [15, 43] , E α /(E α + E n ) = 3.5/17.6 0.2, Z eff 1.8, n H /n e = 0.01, n Be /n e = 0.02, n C /n e = 0.005, n O /n e = 0.005, n H e /n e determined by τ * H e /τ E,th = 5, n D /n e = n T /n e determined by charge neutrality, n = (n e + n i )/2 (the average of electron and ion density), T e = T i = T , η α = 0.97, P ohm = 1 MW, and P rad,xb = 20 MW, of which a fraction η rad,sep = 1/3 is radiated inside the separatrix. The value 0.97 for the alpha particle heating efficiency has been chosen to allow for some alpha particle loss by sawteeth and toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) [44] . We neglect beam power losses from charge exchange, unconfined orbits and magnetic ripple effects, as well as possible 'transition radiation' effects [45] . We also neglect here the plasma rotation and the fusion contribution from the fast beam particles. We consider the ratio between line average, volume average and central values of n e and T to be subsumed in form factors [46] . For practical evaluation we use a flat n e profile, which is considered to be realistic for standard ELMy H mode operation (see [4] , ch. 1, figure 2, and [11], figure 1) . A flat density leads to lower Q values than do peaked density profiles achievable in strong ('box') and weak ('parabolic') internal transport barrier modes [47, 48] , as well as in (high field side) pellet refuelled discharges [49] . On the other hand, increased impurity accumulation, conceivably associated with internal barriers [50, 51, 52, 53] , may compensate for the improved confinement associated with peaked densities. In addition, at present primarily low amplitude type II ELMs [54, 55, 56] 
where
with f H the hole fraction and R eff the effective wall reflection coefficient, which we assume to be 0.15 and 0.85, respectively. The second factor in the cyclotron radiation term reflects the toroidal magnetic field variation (B ∼ 1/R) [60] . As an approximation with some expected systematic bias we calculate form factors by integrating over the temperature profile 1 using the parameterized flux surface contour length (assuming toroidal symmetry) as described in Section 4. For ITER-FEAT parameters, the ratio between cyclotron radiation and bremsstrahlung, according to the above formula and a temperature profile as in figure 1, varies between 2.5%
1 The underlying theory is interesting but quite intricate [61, 62] . The cyclotron radiation in ITER-FEAT is actually expected to be in a regime intermediate between a 'tenuous' and a 'high density' plasma, as well as between a 'low' and a 'high' temperature plasma limit [62] , which complicates analytic theoretical predictions. Reference [64] contains a formula for the cyclotron radiation which takes the temperature profile effect and elongation somewhat differently into account, and agrees quantitatively within about a factor of two with the cyclotron radiation power calculated from the (temperature profile integrated) formula above. For comparison, in figure 2(b) the middle curve, corresponding to H H = 1.0, is tangent to the horizontal line corresponding to Q = 10 if the actual cyclotron radiation is about five times higher than that estimated from the radially integrated Trubnikov formula used in the present article. In [65] the cyclotron radiation losses are calculated by multidimensional numerical integration in toroidal geometry, improving upon the Trubnikov approximation. at T = 3 keV and 15% at T = 8 keV. Plasma diagnostics by ECE are well developed (see, for example, [66, 67, 68] ). From a fundamental point of view, it is still worth while to accurately check the theoretical scalings of cyclotron emission and absorption against experiment, following pertinent investigations in this direction [69, 70, 71] , which achieve agreement within a factor of 2-3.
To determine the operating temperature (and hence the value of Q that will be achieved) a confinement time scaling is needed in equation (6 (9) with α n = 0.41 and α P = +0.69. Following [8] , P L = P ohm +P aux −P cx −P ol , the last two terms representing, for NBI heated discharges, the power loss due to charge exchange and unconfined orbits, respectively. A delicate point, discussed in [7] , is the practical use of P L = P L − P rad from equation (6) for P L in equation (9), leading to presumably slightly conservative probability estimates for ITER-FEAT. The situation can be improved when empirical scalings for the radiation corrected confinement time τ E,th (rad) become available. Let us consider the error propagation of an uncertainty of ±14% on a natural logarithmic scale (corresponding to one estimated technical standard error) in the point prediction of τ E,th , i.e. ln(H H ) = 0.14 assuming a simple power law dependence as, for instance, in equation (9) . The influence on Q = P f us /P aux depends on what is kept constant. If P aux is used to compensate for ln(H H ) while keeping T (and hence P f us ) as well as n constant, one can directly derive the linear approximation
Since the relation between H H and Q is monotonic, an epistemic probability statement for H H directly transforms into an epistemic probability statement for Q. A similar expression can be derived for a class of future empirical scalings which use P L instead of P L . (To illustrate the use of equation (10): If the reference operating point is chosen such that Q = 10 for H H = 0.87, then P {Q > 10|M} = P {H H > 0.87|M} 5/6, since this corresponds to the right hand tail probability related to the expectation value minus one standard deviation for a Gaussian distribution. A reference scenario in [15] uses P L = 88 MW, P aux = 40 MW. For α P = 2/3, we obtain in that case (ln(Q)) = 6.6 ln(H H ) and P {H H < 1.15|M} = P {Q < 64|M} 5/6 at constant P f us = 400 MW.) In [15] , the reference operating point (using P L for P L ) has actually been chosen to satisfy Q = 10 for H H = 1.0. One can immediately deduce that, provided only that ITERH-98P(y,2) gives an unbiased point prediction for τ E,th in ITER-FEAT, P {Q > 10|M} = P {H H > 1.0|M} = 1/2 independent of equation (10) . Furthermore, from equation (10) we obtain the estimates
for constant P f us = 400 MW. On the other hand, P {Q > 10|H 1/6 } is estimated by P {H H > 0.9|M} = (0.10/0.14) = (0.71) 3/4. As we shall see in the next section, P {Q > 10|M} and P {Q > 10|H 1/6 } can be increased by lowering the operating temperature and hence the fusion output power P f us . It is noted that above Q 50, compared with Q 10, the linear approximation between ln(Q) and ln(H H ) breaks down. At the same time, for practical purposes, a plasma with any Q > 50 can be considered to be in a state of 'essentially self-sustained thermonuclear burn' in the sense that P f us is much larger than the auxiliary power P aux needed for burn control.
The interval estimate for τ E,th includes the full propagation of the uncertainty in the regression exponents of the empirical scaling. However, just for curiosity, we will digress for a moment and look at the propagation of uncertainty from a single exponent. As a concrete example, we consider α P ± α P = 0.7 ± 0.05. For a simple power law scaling,
where P L ,ref is the reference power, defined as the power for which τ E is the same for all α P . Combining the above expression for the uncertainty in τ E with equation (10) we obtain, for fixed P aux and fixed temperature,
The value of P L ,ref is not specified by the model. Choosing, quite arbitrarily, P L ,ref = 3 MW, a value close to the centre of gravity of the ITERH.DB3 database, we obtain, for example, with P L = 85 MW and P aux = 40 MW, ln Q = 1.2, i.e.
(Q, Q) = (3.0, 33). On the other hand, for P L ,ref = P L ,I T ER
we obtain ln(Q) = 0. The last result may seem somewhat surprising, but can be understood as follows. In the situation that the point prediction of τ E,th of the confinement time scaling is correct at the ITER reference parameters, then the local power degradation of τ E,th around the reference operating point is immaterial for the uncertainty in the prediction of τ E,th , and hence of Q, at the operating point.
Presenting the epistemic probability of reaching Q > 10 at constant, specified P f us has a distinctive feature in that the costs per 'virtual' kilowatt hour of energy production are inversely proportional to P f us . This 'economic' point of view, more appropriate for the 1998 ITER design than for ITER-FEAT, does not entirely tally with the scientifically oriented question of reaching Q > 10 to study the effects of predominant heating by alpha particles, irrespective of the costs per (virtual) kilowatt hour. Therefore we consider now the uncertainty propagation when keeping P aux constant and changing P f us and T so as to maximize Q.
Uncertainty propagation while maximizing Q
This situation is rather complicated to study analytically. It is noted that equation (6) is an implicit equation for the operating temperature under stationary conditions (dT /dt = 0). The thermal (in-)stability of the operating point depends on the slope of the left hand side in equation (6) at the intersection point. If this slope exceeds 1, then not only does the natural numerical iteration scheme to solve equation (6) diverge, but the operating point is also thermally unstable (owing to the time derivative of the temperature term in equation (6)), so that active control (see, for example, [72] ) is needed to keep the plasma at constant temperature.
On the other hand, when we consider the operating temperature as a free parameter, we can explicitly calculate P f us , P α and P rad,ff . If, in addition, we use an empirical scaling for the confinement time τ E (replacing P L by T ), then we can also calculate explicitly, for each T , the amount of auxiliary heating power P aux needed to sustain the temperature, and hence Q = P f us /P aux .
For practical evaluation we have written a direct integration routine in SAS [73] , which determines, as a function of the central operating temperature T c , the various contributions to the power balance using a flat density profile (withn e = 10 20 m −3 ) and a simple class of temperature profiles:
('sawtooth region') (13)
where x = r/a is a normalized radial flux co-ordinate. The shapes of these profiles are in broad agreement with those in [15, 74] . In view of the high density in ITER-FEAT, we assume T e = T i = T . From the requirements that T (x) and dT (x)/dx are continuous at x = c, it follows that T 0 = T c (6d − 5c)/(6d − 6c) and w = c 5 (6d − 5c). The reader is referred to figure 1, where, as in the subsequent results for figure 1 , the profile has been normalized to T c = 1.) Note that this profile has a 'pedestal value' T (0.97) = 0.1T c , and that the temperature profile is almost flat for x < 0.33. For the radial integration some information is also needed on how the flux surface shape changes as a function of the normalized flux surface radius. A set of equilibrium profiles of a simulated ITER-FEAT reference scenario, based on PRETOR calculations, was made available to the author [75] . By analysing these profiles with SAS INSIGHT [76] , the following expressions for the cross-sectional area A(x) and the elongation κ(x) were obtained:
κ ( 
Using c = 0.4 and d = 1.04, one obtains by simple figure 2 , several heating powers and their ratios are displayed, on a common logarithmic scale, as a function of the volume averaged temperature T (which for a flat n e profile is proportional to the physically more meaningful quantity density weighted volume averaged temperature). Figure 2 (a) displays the integrated heating power P α from the alpha particles according to equations (6) and (7) and a temperature profile shape as specified above. It is noted that the quantity P α depends to some extent on the normalized confinement time H H since the helium fraction n H e /n e was assumed to be determined by τ * H e /τ E,th = 5, in broad agreement with [77, 78] . Figure 2(d) gives the auxiliary power P aux needed to reach the temperature T under stationary conditions. The curves correspond to different values of the proportionality factor H H between the true confinement time in ITER-FEAT and the point prediction from the ITERH-98P(y,2) scaling. In the region where the derivative of log P aux with respect to log T is negative, the operating point is thermally unstable and active feedback control by P aux (or possibly P rad ) is needed. We see, for instance, that for H H = 1.1, the equilibrium is stable for all volume averaged temperatures above about 7 keV. figure 2 (b) and are indicated by the transection curves, which were calculated while assuming 45 MW to be the lower limit of P L in H mode, which corresponds to about 75 MW for P L [4, 15, 79] .
In figure 3(a) we have plotted as a function of H H the maximum value of Q that can be reached by choosing a suitable operating temperature T , which has to be attained by adjusting P aux as shown in figure 3(b) . From figure 3(a) one can see that an interval (0.87, 1.15) for H H translates into an interval (7, 65) for Q max , whereas figure 3(b) indicates that at least about 32 MW of auxiliary heating power is needed to achieve Q max = 7 at H H = 0.87. In practice, the total available P aux should be at least about twice as high in order to overcome the L-H power threshold barrier in ITER-FEAT [4, 15, 79] . Allowing for a 10% confinement time difference between the nominal 1/2 and nominal 1/6 quantiles, we obtain P {Q max > 10 |H 1/6 } = P {H H > 0.94 |H 1/6 } = P {H H > 0.84 |M} = (0.16/0.14) 7/8
and P {Q max > 50|H 1/6 } = P {H H > 1.13|H 1/6 } = P {H H > 1.03|M} = (−0.03/0.14) 2/5. For notation, see appendices B and C. It should be noted that P f us at Q max = 10 is approximately 250 MW rather than 400 MW.
For the parameters of the larger ITER device, as specified in the 1998 Final Design Report [16] , as well as in the ITER Physics Basis Document [4] (R = 8.14 m, a = 2.8 m, The vertical axis describes, as a function of H H , the value of P aux needed to attain an operating temperature T that maximizes the value of Q = P f us /P aux as well as the corresponding values of radiated power (P brem , P cyc , P line = 1/3P rad,xb ), power across the separatrix P L (imposed to be at least 45 MW), heating power by alpha particles, P α , and P ohm . V = 2000 m 3 , I = 21 MA, B t = 5.68 T), while using the expressions of A(x), (1.6/1.7)κ(x) and (8.14/6.2)R(x) according to equations (15)- (17), we obtain similarly Q max 17.5 at P aux 40 MW for H H = 0.87 and P {Q max > 50|H 1/6 } = P {H H > 0.97|H 1/6 } = P {H H > 0.87|M} 5/6, provided ELMy H mode operation is attained [4, 79] .
The approach presented here provides an applicable framework for probabilistic performance assessment based on interval estimation in evolving contexts. The estimate of P {Q max > 10|H 1/6 } would, for instance, shift from 7/8 to approximately (0) = 1/2 in the case that the ITERH-98(y,2) scaling would overpredict, on average, the confinement time in ITER-FEAT by some 15%, conceivably related to systematic non-linearities in the regression surface and the additional constraint that small (type II or type III) ELMs are to be maintained to ensure a sufficiently long lifetime of the divertor, type II ELMs possibly not being accessible near the reference operating point.
Fusion triple product plot
Finally, one can represent the ignition curves from figure 2(b) in an alternative way by plotting contours of constant Q in a plane described by the temperature along one axis and essentially the H H factor along the other. As a variant of a familiar ignition curve plot, we seek to plot n βn T βT τ E against T , where β n and β T are chosen such that, according to a pertinent empirical confinement scaling, the quantity along the vertical axis is independent of T (and hence also of both P L and P aux ) as well as independent of n. For ITERH-98P(y,2) with slightly rounded exponents, α n = 0.4 and α P = 0.7, we obtain β n = −(α n − α P )/(1 − α P ) = 1 and β T = α P /(1 − α P ) = 7/3. The practical results are shown in figure 4 . (Note that now the 'central' temperature T c instead of T is plotted horizontally. This amounts to only a horizontal shift, since the profile shape is assumed to be invariant.) It is noted that for an L mode confinement scaling, such as ITER-89P, with α n 0 and α P = 0.5, we obtain, along the same line of argument, β n = 1 and β T = 1, which explains in part the rationale for the traditional choice nT τ E,th against T when drawing ignition curves. The stronger power degradation (α P = 0.7) in the thermal H mode and L mode scalings developed in [4, 8, 80, 81, 82, 83] suggests, from this point of view, an improvement of the traditional representation.
Summary
In this article we have considered an approach for estimating the epistemic probability of realizing a power amplification factor Q = P f us /P aux larger than a specified lower bound in ITER-FEAT. The background of three interpretations of the term 'probability' has been sketched, and a speculative outline has been given showing how a probabilistic approach might conceivably be used during the conventional design assessment process. For practical evaluations with respect to ITER-FEAT, the situation has been simplified drastically by considering the propagation of a confinement time interval estimate, derived in [7, 18] , to an interval for Q in two situations: (a) at constant P f us and (b) at an operating temperature which maximizes the value of Q. Two graphical representations are provided, one being a simplification of the POPCON plot and the other a revision of the familiar fusion triple product plot. Especially from the first plot one can easily extract how an interval estimate for the confinement time transforms into an interval estimate for Q max . We did not present here an investigation of the sensitivity of the uncertainty interval for Q with respect to the plasma impurity content and to the specific shape of the temperature profile. Under the assumptions and approximations specified in this article, the analysis leads to , as in ITERH-98P(y,2), this triple product is independent of n as well as of T c (and hence of P aux ). The horizontal line corresponds to H H = 1.0. The vertical line is an interval estimate corresponding to Q = (7, 65) near the ITER-FEAT reference operating point. the estimates P {Q max > 10} = 3/4 for the 'nominal 1/2 quantile' and P {Q max > 10} = 7/8 for the 'nominal 1/6 upper quantile' of the discharges for ITER-FEAT when operating under standard ELMy H mode. This represents a substantial probability for ITER-FEAT to reach the scientific objective of studying plasmas with prevalent alpha particle heating. This probability is reduced if the divertor design [84] requires small ELMs for extended operation, unless a type II ELM regime can be found in ITER, accessible as a standard scenario and compatible with the ITERH-98(y,2) scaling. Self-sustained burn, while not a design goal, is not completely precluded in ITER-FEAT. It should be stressed that the present analysis is far from being based on predictions from first principles theory. It mainly rests on observation and evaluation by physically motivated statistical methods.
Appendix A Estimated inaccuracy in nT τ E,th
In this appendix we calculate the inaccuracy in F = n βn T βT c τ E,th under the assumption that the temperature T is controlled at a fixed value (by adjusting the auxiliary heating power P aux ). Replacing the heating power P L by T c while applying the definition τ E,th ∝ nT c V /P L , we obtain
eff is the reduced confinement time scaling (in which the factors corresponding to n and P L are omitted). Indicating estimated quantities (which are random variables) by a caret (ˆ), and their expectation values without a caret, we obtain the relationship
which has the functional formγ nxn = n−1 j =1γ j x j . We take the variance on both sides using the multivariate asymptotic error propagation formula while neglecting fourth order moments [85, 86] : Identifyingx n with lnF ,γ n with 1 −α P , etc., we can calculate the variance ofF from the covariance matrix of the exponents of the confinement time scaling by using linear algebra. Evidently, var lnF depends on T c . Hence the boundaries of a confidence band in figure 4 are not simply given by straight lines.
Appendix B List of symbols and physical units
A short description is given of the symbols for physical quantities which are used in this article. P f us : total generated fusion power (available in alpha particles and neutrons) (MW) P α : generated fusion power available in alpha particles (MW) P aux : total auxiliary heating power (MW) Q max : maximum value of Q = P f us /P aux which can be obtained while optimizing the plasma temperature P rad : total power radiated by the plasma (MW) P rad,ff : total radiated power due to bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation ('free-free' electron transitions) (MW) P rad,xb : total radiated power due to recombination radiation ('free-bound' transitions) and line radiation ('bound-bound' transitions) (MW) η rad,sep : fraction of P rad,xb radiated inside the separatrix (MW) P L : total power absorbed by the plasma (by internal and auxiliary heating) (MW) P L ≡ P L − P rad,ff − η rad,sep P rad,xb : total power crossing the separatrix (by convection and conduction) (MW) T : plasma temperature (keV) T : volume averaged plasma temperature (keV) T c : plasma temperature at normalized flux surface radius c, see figure 1 n e,20 : electron density (10 20 Z eff : ('effective') plasma isotope charge number P {Q > 10|M}: epistemic probability that Q will be at least 10 for a 'large fraction' (nominally 50%) of the discharges P {Q > 10|H 1/6 }: epistemic probability that Q will be at least 10 for a 'substantial number' (nominally 16%) of the discharges
Appendix C Area under the standard normal curve to the left of x
The area to the left of x (or to the right of −x) for the standard normal curve, (x), and its inverse, x = −1 (p), have been extensively tabulated (in binomial approximation since [87] , see [88, 89] ) and are available in many numerical and statistical software packages. Power expansions exist for small values of x and asymptotic expansions for large values of x. Global approximations using only elementary operations (available on simple hand-held calculators) are rather scarce. By applying regression analysis, we derived, to an accuracy within ±0.005 for 0 < x < 3.0: 
where the area tangent tanh 
